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TOPICS OF INTEREST

• XR (eXtended Reality), VR, AR, XI (eXtended Intelligence), and immersive technologies
• Sensing, IoT, MEP/AEC (construction, architecture)
• 3D reconstruction, visualization, and digital twins
• Virtual, embodied, and intelligent environments + agents
• Wearables, HMI, ergonomics, UI/UX, and XV hardware
• Blockchain, digital assets ownership and authoring
• Data protection, security, and privacy
• Networking and communication architectures
• Social, ethical, accessibility, and legal aspects
• Technological barriers, democratization, and sustainability
• Consumer technologies enabling use cases in manifold domains including, e.g., education and training, health and medicine, industry and manufacturing, cultural heritage, arts, entertainment, gaming, etc.

IEEE CONSUMER ELECTRONICS MAGAZINE - SPECIAL ISSUE CALL FOR ARTICLES -

Metaverse and eXtended uniVerse (XV): Opportunities and Challenges for Consumer Technologies

XV (eXtended meta/uniVerse) combines XR (eXtended Reality), XI (eXtended Intelligence), XB (eXtended Being, including Digital Twin), XE (eXtended Economy), and XS (eXtended Society) into a vision that covers the generally agreed scope of metaverse while extending the impacts and emphasizing the implications on our consciousness and humanity. XV is the next evolution at the nexus of the Internet as a single-yet-distributed, persistent, and shared immersive virtual + augmented and intelligent environment. Consumer technologies are regarded today not as just a key element to foster the success of XV, but as a fundamental cornerstone for their adoption at a mass scale. One of the essential factors is related, for instance, to accessibility of platforms, and to the ease of use and ergonomics of devices enabling the end-users to immerse in digital environments in a seamless and effortless way. There are indeed many other challenges set by the wide range of involved technologies, required, e.g., to let millions of users interact in the same shared XV space synchronously, both from the perspective of networking but also of security, user experience, etc. It will also be necessary to define open XV standards to support a whole ecosystem of experiences, with a multitude of use cases coexisting in a single XV possibly made of diverse, interoperable instances. Consumer technologies are also asked to provide tools for coping with the emerging issues brought by XV, concerning, among others, data privacy and authentication, ethics, social and societal aspects, and sustainability. Papers contributing to this Special Issue are expected to report on original research outcomes about how consumer technologies can be leveraged to make XV possible, coping with both current and emerging opportunities and challenges. We especially encourage submissions related to one or more of the below topics.
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